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Directions: 

1. Fold the 4 ¼” x 11” piece of Cashmere CS in half, with a bone folder, creating a 4 ¼” x 5 ½” card base.   

2. Center and stick the 4” x 5 ¼” piece of patterned paper to the folded card front, using double sided adhesive. 

3. Cut a fishtail in the left hand end of the ⅞” x 4 ¼” piece of patterned paper, using paper scissors. 

4. Stamp the greeting towards the left hand side of the ⅞” x 4 ¼” piece of patterned paper, using Jet Black Archival ink. 

5. Cut a fishtail in the left hand end of the 1 ¼” x 4 ¾” piece of patterned paper, using paper scissors.   

6. Die cut the top edge of the 1” x 3 ½” piece of patterned paper, using the Notebook Edge die and the Big Shot. 

7. Layer the four pieces of patterned paper as shown above in the photo, using double sided adhesive.  You will trim 

off any overhanging ends of patterned paper along the right hand side of the card, using the edge of the card base 

as a guide, with paper scissors.  

8. Thread the 4” piece of Brown twine through the holes of the chipboard button and tie it into a double knot.  Trim 

the ends of the twine with paper scissors. 

9. Center and stick the chipboard button to the blue button. 

10. Stick the matted button to the card, to the right of the greeting, using glue dots.  You’re done! 

Wonderful Birthday 

 
Supplies: 

 Stamps: Bold Mixed Sentiments (Artistique) 

 Ink: Jet Black Archival ink (Ranger) 

 Paper: Cashmere CS (Bazzill); Swagger 6” x 6” paper pad (Fancy 
Pants Designs) 

 Accessories: Swagger Button Set (Fancy Pants Designs); Tape 
Runner XL, Zots (thermo-web); paper scissors (Cutter Bee); 
Notebook Edge die (Die-namics); Big Shot (Sizzix); Brown twine 
(May Arts); bone folder (Craft Store) 

 

 

Dimensions: 

 Cashmere CS: a 4 ¼” x 11” piece 

 Swagger patterned paper: a 4” x 5 ¼” piece (lined pattern with the hat border), a ⅞” x 4 ¼” piece (blue 
pattern), a 1 ¼” x 4 ¾” piece (striped pattern), a ½” x 3 ⅞” piece (gray flourish pattern), a 1” x 3 ½” piece 
(wood grain pattern) 

 Brown twine: a 4” piece 

 2 buttons 


